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The magazine contains featured articles from industry experts and professionals,

and in every issue: articles on construction, design and technology. We are also

featuring some hot projects in the region and products that will be showcased

during Kuwait Building Show.

During this difficult times, we feel that it is important to still look into potential

opportunities while providing interesting articles, news and updates that everyone

can read and share. The worst thing a company can do is to be silent, it is

necessary to thrive, be consistent, communicate and be productive more than

ever which inspired us to create this magazine.

We hope that you enjoy reading this publication and we look forward to hearing

any comments, suggestions or feedback on how we can improve or what you

think we should continue doing.

Jeano Pangan

Group Director

We are pleased to launch the first issue of the

Kuwait Building Show Magazine – the official

quarterly publication of Kuwait Building Show.
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Building Information Modeling (BIM) is an important first step

to keep pace with innovation within the architecture,

engineering and construction (AEC) industry. Understanding

BIM is an important part of the wider plan towards full

adoption. BIM is digital representation of physical and

functional characteristics of a facility; creating a shared

knowledge resource for information about it and forming a

reliable basis for decisions during its life cycle, from earliest

conception to demolition.

BIM provides an opportunity to remove waste and

unnecessary cost from projects. It offers value added

solutions throughout the industry and it is not a question of

‘if’ BIM should be implemented within your company, but

rather ‘when’.

BIM has been shown to have the potential to increase the

efficiency of the industry by automating complex tasks and

providing a collaborative platform for information generation,

Building Information Modelling (BIM) - A 
Different Perspective
TONY MICHEL ZEKRY, BIM MANAGER, RICS & AUTODESK CERTIFIED, LIMAK INSAAT

“BIM is digital representation of 

physical and functional 

characteristics of a facility”
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sharing and reuse. Building information modelling isn’t just a

technology; it is a new way of doing things. A new way of

designing, constructing and maintaining assets enabled by

the use of technology. Moreover, it is the set of processes to

be followed.

Benefits of BIM

As the industry changes, BIM makes it possible to fulfill the

clients’ novel needs and standards by using new technologies

and work methods. In the building industry the clients, the

building owners, are now able to create and maintain a built

environment more cost-effectively and sustainably. BIM can

help your firm meet its goals better, stay viable, and maintain

profitability. All project teams are able to do their work in less

time, at an increased standard of quality, and for less cost.

The higher quality of work during design and construction

can reduce long-term ownership costs throughout the

occupied life of a building. As you begin to use BIM, you may

discover additional benefits that can be added. Part of

assessing successful BIM implementation is evaluating how

well your office team interacts with the project team.

With BIM a culture of life-long learning could be embedded

in a company. The opportunity to think and act innovatively

and the openness towards new experiences and features are

leading to enduring growing expertise.

The adoption of BIM is continuously growing and more and

more clients take it as the standard method for project

development. Moreover, some countries already passed

corresponding laws to make BIM compulsory when planning

for public authorities. Another additional benefit of BIM is

that it enhances the interaction between humans, processes

and tools throughout the full lifecycle of an asset. Thus a

project gains in quality, cost certainty and time certainty.

Quality control using BIM has set a new and higher standard

of care for built projects This is primarily due to the

quantifiable reduction of errors in the work.

BIM Dimensions

BIM dimensions refer to the way in which certain kinds of

data are linked to an information model.

3D: (A coordinated model) the process of creating graphical

and non-graphical information.

4D: (Construction sequencing) 4D adds an extra dimension

of information to a project information model in the form of

scheduling data. This data is added to components which will

build in detail as the project progresses.

5D: (Cost) Drawing on the components of the information

model being able to extract accurate cost information is

what's at the heart of 5D BIM.

6D: (Project lifecycle information) sometimes

referred to as integrated BIM or iBIM, 6D involves the

inclusion of information to support facilities management and

operation to drive better business outcomes.

BIM Maturity Levels

BIM maturity levels are different to BIM dimensions. BIM

Maturity levels indicate the supply chain's ability to exchange

information digitally. Currently, there are four “BIM maturity

levels” defined by the British standards.

Level 0: conventional working practice based on 2D CAD and

the exchange of paper-based drawings.

Level 1: comprises the mixture between the partial 3D

modeling of the facility (mostly for complex geometries) and

2D for drafting using a common data environment.

Level 2: the use of BIM tools for authoring digital building

models, however, each of the various disciplines involved

develops its own model. Might be accompanied with 4D
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shows the success of the top-down impulses given by the

respective governments and the public authorities.

BIM Implementation

Implementing BIM within an organization is not always easy.

To successfully implement BIM, it is vital to understand the

processes and requirements. This doesn’t only involve

implementing new ways of working but also cultural and

interactive change management which will need to be

addressed, monitored

and reviewed. Once the decision has been made to

implement BIM, the next steps will be to develop the BIM

implementation plan and to choose the suitable BIM tools

that will be used.

Conclusion

Adopting BIM has become a necessity due to its invaluable

benefits. Moreover, early BIM adopters have already seen

investments pay off so why not take the plunge?

programme data and 5D cost elements eventually creating a

combined model.

Level 3: Hasn’t been fully defined but it will enable full

collaboration between all stakeholders involved throughout

the whole lifecycle of an asset.

BIM Adoption

BIM adoption is a major evolution in the ways in which

information on construction projects is generated, shared

and managed. The increase the adoption of BIM Level 2 and

Level 3 requires motivation, collaboration and enablement.

Keeping in view the tremendous benefits that the adoption of

BIM brings, nearly every part of the world is readily

embracing the technology. It’s a matter of time when BIM will

completely replace the traditional methods of worldwide.

The degree of BIM adoption and BIM maturity varies across

the world. In some

countries, the introduction of the BIM methods is already

quite advanced. Singapore, Finland, Korea, the USA, UK and

Australia are among the pioneers. In all these countries, the

government and its subsidiary authorities play a key role in

demanding and fostering the introduction of BIM. The

degree of BIM penetration reached in all the above countries





In his book “The Timeless Way of building”, Christopher

Alexander said that those of us who are concerned with

buildings tend to forget too easily that all the life and soul of

a place, all of our experiences there, depends not simply on

the physical environment, but on the patterns of events

which we experience there.

In other words, architects and planners sometimes get too

invested in creating aesthetically pleasing structures while

overlooking who these structures are for, the life that

happens between these buildings, and how social

interactions are going to take place. As human beings, we

are social animals by nature. Our formed ideas about a

physical space is directly tied to the memories we have about

this space. How often do we hear others say something like “I

like this park because I used to come and play with my dad

here when I was little”? If there was no park, this memory

would’ve never been there. Thus, the quality of the built

environment, big or small, city or residential complex, is
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On The Relation Between Public Spaces & 
Public Life
MOHAMMED MUBARAK, DESIGN DIRECTOR AT KIM DESIGN BUREAU

“Architecture has more to do with human 

beings and the environment than it does with 

simply producing fancy designs”
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affected by the amount of spaces that allows for these

memories to be created. So, it is the role of the architect and

planner to provide the opportunity for social interaction in

public spaces to take place.

But, let’s take a step back first and define the spaces we are

discussing. Simply, it is every public space that is open for

everyone and can be used for there desired activities, like

public parks, public plazas, etc. Public spaces are an essential

counterpart to the urban fabric of cities. They are the places

where people can walk, talk, and enjoy the environment

freely. It is the meeting part of the city where people can

perform wide range of activities. A life scene in a random

public space can be described as a lively picture where

people are the main player in it. Pedestrians are exploring the

city and children are enjoying their time playing, tourists are

taking pictures, and workers enjoying their lunch break under

the sun. It is a joyful scene that needs to be taken into

account in architecture and planning processes.

Types of activities exist in public spaces varies between

necessary, optional, and social activities. Necessary activities

are those essential activities as going to work. Optional

activities depend on the quality of the physical environment

as going out strolling, and social activities are all activities

that depend on the presence of other people. By facilitating

this mixing in activities, public spaces can contribute in

creating cohesive public life.

What defines a character of a city is its public space, not its

private space, as believed by UN-HABITAT Executive Director

Joan Clos i Matheu. The importance of public space existence

in city planning stems from the imperative need to provide

sociable spaces for people in a world where diverse

processes of privatization are taking place and all means of

isolation; race, gender, class, etc, between community

members are promoted. In the last half century, cities have

been developed to endorse this isolation. Highways,

shopping malls, and the rise of gated communities, all are

evidence of the continuing enclosure of the urban realm. The

role that public space plays is to alleviate the effect of this

dominating separation in planning practices by providing the

platform to express, interact, and engage with others in

different activities.

However, it is worth mentioning that public space provision

per se doesn't ensure social interaction between people.

There is another important aspect that needs to be

considered; public life. Public space and public life are

strongly attached. Researches and architects need to



understand how people use the space and the different kinds

of activities they perform in order to be able to create

successful public spaces. "The success of a particular public

space is not solely in the hands of the architect, urban

designer or town planner; it relies also on people adopting,

using and managing the space – people make places, more

than places make people" (Worpole, Knox, 2007, the Social

Value of Public Spaces). "You can dream, create, design and

build the most wonderful place in the world, but it requires

people to make the dream a reality (Tibbalds, 2001, Making

people-friendly towns)

Generally speaking, architecture has more to do with human

beings and the environment than it does with simply

producing fancy designs. Architects should respond to the

context of design and react consequently to end up with

sustainable spaces enjoyed by people. Upon this basis,

Architects and planners should strive to achieve the right

balance between two challenges; producing modern exciting

designs, and developing a decent understanding of people’s

needs, cultures, and context. Architecture of people should

be provided.
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Kuwait 
Construction 
Market to 
Exhibit 
Impressive 
Growth 
During 2020 
to 2026
JEANO PANGAN, GROUP DIRECTOR, ATEX 

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITIONS
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Recently published report on Kuwait Construction

and Infrastructure Market suggest increasing

government expenditure towards sustainable

infrastructure development with continued

investment in energy-efficient and environmentally

sustainable assets is promoting the market demand

for Kuwait Construction and Infrastructure

companies. The government is also encouraging

companies that emphasize on technological

advancements and standardizing modern methods

of construction.

Trending Projects in Kuwait:

(1) Al Qairawan Fire Station Center, (2) Maintenance

of Gardens for Ministry of Health in Sabah

Specialized Medical Zone and Ministry of General

Bureau Building - Group 1, (3) Maintenance of

Gardens for Ministry of Health in Al Ahmadi,
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Mubarak Al Kabeer and Hawalli - Group 3, (4)

Medical Complex in Jahra, (5) Construction of Saad

Al Abdulla Road to Buhaith Road Entrance.

Major Projects in Kuwait:

(1) Five New Islands in Kuwait, (2) Madinat Al Hareer

(City of Silk), (3) Warba Island Development, (4)

Awha Island Development, (5) Miskan Island

Development.

Globally, industrialisation and urbanisation trends are

propelling the demand for client-driven Construction

and Infrastructure activities and augmenting demand

for investment in railways, roads, ports, power

transmission, and water utilities. Growing demand for

Building Information Modelling, Modular

construction, and building materials industry is being

observed across the Kuwait Construction and

Infrastructure market. Estimated construction and

infrastructure growth of 6% CAGR is forecast globally

between 2019 and 2026.

Investment in large-scale infrastructure projects is

one of the key strategies of Kuwait to fuel economic

growth. The government's effort to improve the

country's infrastructure to sustain growth in the

manufacturing sector and expand municipal utilities

will contribute to the growth in construction

spending. Rising personal income levels, household

growth, and population migration from rural to

urban areas will augment the need for better

construction facilities and road infrastructure

developments in the country.

Increasing public investments into Kuwait’s

commercial construction sectors will be a key market

opportunity for the companies operating in the

construction and infrastructure industry. The

presence of a huge customer base is resulting in

strong FDI (foreign direct investment) inflows into the

country. Further, increasing investments in real estate

and infrastructure sectors result in the growth of

construction activities.

Sources: Ventures Onsite, Orbis
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become an industry leading, international multi-disciplinary

consultancy firm operating across today's modern

construction markets.

Centre of Excellence: Pace’s approach is rooted in the multi-

Pace is one of the top architectural houses in the region, and

a leading multidisciplinary consultancy firm based in the

Middle East, providing architecture, engineering and

planning services to a wide range of public and private sector

clients. Headquartered in Kuwait - with regional operational
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GLOBAL DELIVERY, 
LOCAL IMPACT: 

DEFINING A NEW 
HEALTHCARE BRAND 
IN THE MIDDLE EAST

TAREK SHUAIB, CEO, PACE 
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offices in Saudi Arabia and Bahrain - Pace

is currently overseeing a myriad of

development projects across the GCC,

Middle East, Africa, and Asia. At present,

Pace’s portfolio includes more than 1850

projects completed or in progress around

the globe, including multiple globally

awarded national landmarks.

Legacy: Pace was founded in Kuwait in

1968 by celebrated Kuwaiti architect and

master urban planner, Hamid Abdulsalam

Shuaib. Since then, Pace has played an

integral part in Kuwait’s historical transfor-

mation, leaving an everlasting mark on the country’s modern

history by giving it the best architecture with the highest

international standards of design excellence. Since becoming

Managing Partner in 2005, founder’s son and current CEO,

Tarek H. Shuaib, has been spearheading the firm’s

transformation, bringing Pace into the twenty-first century to

disciplinary knowledgebase and expertise

gained from a legacy that spans over five

decades of undertaking a multitude of

diverse projects. Pace is able to provide a

full suite of specialised and integrated

architectural, engineering and planning

services, offering a single and

comprehensive source of project solutions

that are seamlessly streamlined across all

disciplines. The Pace ‘family’ comprises a

team of over 850 industry experts from a

broad range of backgrounds and

disciplines brought together to create an

environment where people are widely

inspired to push the boundaries of design and architecture.

That includes a collective of specialised architects,

multidisciplinary engineers, urban planners, environmental

specialists, project managers, as well as interior and graphic

designers and much more. Pace’s delivery model

encompasses three main sectors: Planning, Property Develop
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influencing its architectural landscape, starting with the

Kuwaiti skyline with numerous landmarks.

Recent projects delivered by Pace in Kuwait include: New

Central Bank of Kuwait (CBK) Headquarters (1), Jahra Road

and Jamal Abdul Nasser Street Developments (2), The

Avenues Mall (Phases I – IV) (4), New Jazeera Airways

Terminal (5), Jahra and Farwaniya Court Complexes (6), Jahra

Medical City (7). Key projects by Pace currently under

construction include: New Palace of Justice, Marassi Al

Bahrain (in Bahrain), Kuwait University Administration

Facilities, Assima Mall and Tower, Sabah Al Salem Stadium,

Public Authority of Housing Welfare’s Future Schools, New

Maternity Hospital.

Recognition: Pace has earnt global recognition for its

excellence in delivering world class development projects.

Recent international accolades include: The International

Road Federation (IRF)’s Global Road Achievement, the World

Stadium Congress - Best Future Stadium award, the

American Institute of Architecture and multiple MEED

Projects awards. A host of Pace projects have also been

shortlisted at global architecture awards including the World

-ment and Infrastructure Development, each extending

across various subsectors to include urban design and

master planning, healthcare, retail and mixed-use

development, in addition to highways, bridges and utilities

design with full-service capabilities. In addition to design,

Pace also offers end-to-end management services and fully

integrated construction and implementation support.

Adhering to the highest of industry standards, Pace has

established itself as an early adopter and an active leader in

the region for the implementation and promotion of new

design technologies including Business Information

Modelling (BIM), Project Information Management (PIM) and

Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED). Pace

is also a strong advocate of sustainable practices in design,

management and construction, and strives to become a

regional leader in HSE.

National Development Partners: Pace’s expertise has led it to

deliver several key development projects and other enduring

buildings and infrastructure that had long-lasting positive

impacts on the society and environments they serve. Over

the course of 50 years, Pace has made significant

contributions to the urban development within the region,
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Kuwait. The new hospital provides all secondary care clinical

specialties as well as select tertiary care clinical services,

complimented by all clinical and non-clinical support. A

helipad is located on the top roof of the diagnostic and

Treatment Block.

Pace CEO, Tarek Shuaib reiterated: “Delivering a project of

such scale and magnitude, equipped with highly advanced

medical systems and technologies, surely contributed to

Kuwait’s regional supremacy and strong global presence in

developing healthcare facilities with the highest of

international standards, hence, inviting Kuwait to participate

in this regional Conference. Our presentation, titled ‘Global

Delivery, Local Impact’ will elaborate on the advanced design

solutions we as a local architecture firm were able to develop

for this project. We are proud to have been invited to take

part in Kuwait Building Show to share our expertise”.

Pace’s presentation will showcase the healthcare planning

practices in Kuwait and abroad, and how applying data

management and BIM collaboration tools allowed the project

team to expedite the detailed planning and meet demands

of fast-track construction to build the project in just three

Architecture Festival, MIPIM Future Project Awards, Dezeen

Awards and World Architecture News awards. Considered a

pioneer in the region for delivering internationally-

standardised large-scale healthcare projects, Pace will be

participating in Kuwait Building Show 2020’s upcoming

Hospital Build & Design Conference with an extensive on the

architectural and engineering development of the Jahra

Medical City project - one of the largest healthcare

development projects in the world. The Amiri Diwan has

been instructed by H.H. the Amir of Kuwait to adopt the

construction of the Jahra Medical City in order to provide a

world-class patient experience for the Jahra district. The

Diwan and the State of Kuwait commissioned Pace, in

collaboration with US-based design firm Smith Group, to

design and build this mega project in record time.

Project components included a fully equipped 1234 bed

hospital, a fully equipped dental facility, a women’s centre;

trauma centre; 32 operating suites including 2 hybrid

operating rooms, a hybrid CT operating suite, and a hybrid

MRI operating suite. The outpatient facilities have 22

departments with 135 clinics with state-of-the-art equipment

which includes a 10 seat hyperbaric chamber, the only one in
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this size. He also said: “An additional design enhancement to

the Jahra Medical City was the spectacular views overlooking

the neighbouring farms from the patient room windows, in all

four towers, whilst maintaining adequate privacy and

tranquility for patient recovery”.

The Jahra Medical City Project is considered the fourth

largest hospital in the Middle East, valued at 365 million

Kuwaiti Dinars ($ 1.18 billion USD), ranking also as the 10th

largest healthcare project in the US in terms of value. The

project has won multiple awards from MEED projects.

years. Also, how employing modular construction for highly

repetitive elements such as more than 1,700 patient

bathrooms, all ORs, and ICU rooms ensured quality control.

“Our design concept was based on the introduction of the

external element of nature to the internal environment in

order to create harmony within the facilities and contribute to

the treatment and healing of the patients. Unlike typical

hospitals, the main components are not all clustered in one

zone of the building, rather arranged in a form that assists

the function and circulation of building users, where the main

lobby becomes an open walkway to provide easy movement

and access” added Shuaib.

At the conference, Pace will demonstrate how the design of

the hospital building’s facades reflected the firm’s innovative

climate control proficiency, using sunlight breakers as

shading to control Kuwait’s direct harsh sunlight. Shuaib will

explain how the design approach managed to balance the

exact amount of natural light needed inside the building to

clear vision to pathways and internal movement circulation to

provide a healthy internal atmosphere and assist to

accommodate the large number of visitors to a hospital of
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Looking 
back at 
Kuwait 
Building 
Show 
2019
CARLO NICKSON, PROJECT DIRECTOR

ATEX INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITIONS

"A very fruitful exhibition and met 

potential partners from the GCC, North 

Africa and Asia, we hope to continue 

participating for years to come” -

Abdulaziz Al Khalifa, CEO, Qatar 

Development Bank
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We look back at the success of Kuwait 

Building Show last year which took place 

from 5-9 March 2019 at Kuwait 

International Fair, Mishref, Kuwait. The 

leading international event for 

construction, building and design in 

Kuwait welcomed over 150 exhibitors 

from 20+ countries and over 3,500 trade 

visitors, industry professionals and 

consumers across the GCC region.

The event was considered one of the 

most important gathering of decision 

makers, suppliers, distributors, 

manufacturers and everyone who 

wanted to tap into Kuwait’s billion-dollar 

construction, building and design 

markets to meet and conduct business. 

Attendees also learned about latest 

trends through live product 

demonstrations and conference 

presentations from sponsors and 

industry experts during the 4 day event. 

We have compiled some show images of 

attendees to remember the great 

atmosphere during Kuwait Building 

Show 2019.
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Kuwait Building Show 2019 saw a 50% 

growth in attendees from its previous 

edition welcoming thousands of trade 

professionals and consumers from the 

Middle East, North Africa, Europe and 

Asia. Here are some of the images of 

exhibitors, visitors, VIPs and organisers

taken during last year’s event.

Over 80% of the attendees said that the 

event was an effective platform to source 

products and services, and majority said 

that they will attend the event again in 

2020. 
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Who 
visited 
the 
event?

35%
Construction & 

Design Sector

34%
Healthcare 

Infrastructure 

Sector

20%
Consumers

2%
Government & 

Associations

9%
Hospitality & 

Retails Sectors
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Where did 
visitors come 
from?

51%
______________________________________

KUWAIT

39%
______________________________________

OTHER GCC 

COUNTRIES

6%
______________________________________

NORTH AFRICA

4%
______________________________________

ASIA
“We have managed to connect and 

grow our business in Kuwait through 

Kuwait Construction Week. A platform 

that exceeded our expectations.”

Yasar Eyadat, Business & Operations 

Manager, Arch Company, Greece
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Tap into Kuwait’s billion-dollar construction, 

building and design industries taking part at 

Kuwait Building Show 2020 on 7-10 October 

2020, Halls 5-6, Kuwait International Fair, 

Kuwait.
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DR. MUSSAAD AL RAZOUKI, Chief Business Development Officer 

(CBDO), Kuwait Life Sciences (Left) and TARIQ AL-SHIMMARI, Science 

Program Developer at the Sheikh Abdullah Al Salem Cultural Center 

(Right)

Amidst the backdrop of low oil prices and a ballooning government budget, Kuwait

continues to experience growth of the healthcare sector, in large part due to the

public sector’s corybantic building initiatives to develop infrastructure. This growth is

also despite poor World Bank and World Economic Forum ratings in key indicators,

such as regulatory quality and government policy transparency. Indeed, we anticipate

that once the growth of the healthcare sector stagnates, it will be in part due to these

bottlenecks. The country must institute regulatory control for each sector, especially

healthcare due to the large share of government budget it receives (11%). This will

stimulate development of new public-private initiatives such as those seen early on

with Dhaman and Afya health insurance. Kuwait has drastically increased the number

of healthcare professionals and ramped up its health sector capital expenditure since

its independence, but this growth has languished in the last twenty years. Indeed, in
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present quality and accreditation not seen in the public

sector. Medical centers also present an attractive business

opportunity, with KLSC estimating a 30-40% operating

income margin for the average successful medical center.

With this new growth comes a shortage of physicians,

surgeons and allied health staff. The future of healthcare in

Kuwait rests on the integration of digital systems in existing

and new infrastructure. Private patient health records

represent a sorely needed technological innovation in Kuwait,

as antiquated paper filing systems are still in effect. In

addition, hybrid healthcare systems would aid in curbing

government spending. Hybrid healthcare systems enable

patients to seek health care but pay a premium for faster,

better service. If Kuwait is to realize the 2035 New Kuwait

Vision, hybrid healthcare and digitized systems must become

the new normal.

Five public sector entities in Kuwait have spearheaded

development of new health centers and medical cities to

eventually add a total of 7,762 new beds to the public health

sector. These entities include: (1 )Ministry of Health (MoH), (2)

Kuwait Oil Company (KOC), (3) Ministry of Public Works

(MoPW), (4) Dhaman, a Public Private Partnership between

MoH and Private Sector, (5) Kuwait University (KU).

The MoH is contributing to the bulk of new beds when it

comes to government managed hospitals, while the other

entities listed are pursuing parallel (albeit smaller) projects,

the ten years of preparing this report Kuwaiti healthcare

sector has not improved significantly in terms of quality and

access. The burden of disease in Kuwait remains startlingly

high, with some of the highest rates of obesity and diabetes

in the world. This will have ripple effects on the country’s

medical infrastructure which, given the New Kuwait Vision

2035, is only now starting to meet the population demand in

stride. The public sector has greatly increased the number of

beds available to the population by simultaneously building

new hospitals and expanding existing ones to double or

more their current capacity.

The Ministry of Health (MoH) has been the major driver of

this, but there are other government institutions such as the

Public Authority for Social Security that are establishing their

own medical cities. Of note is the challenge of hospital

management; the Ministry of Public Works built and MoH

operated (partly) Jaber Hospital has capacity for 1168 beds

yet is only operating at just around 25 to 50%. This illustrates

the need for simultaneous oversight of hospital functions,

especially the need to ramp up human capital and

operational expenditures in addition to the expansion

processes.

The slow paced growth of the burgeoning private healthcare

sector is driven by new medical centers, each looking to

cement their own cosmetic or outpatient niche. Medical

centers are in line with patient desires and a few even
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save for Dhaman. In the case of Dhaman, two of the three (3) planned hospitals

are being constructed by the Metallurgical Corporation of China (MCC) created

where the first is in Amghara (Jahra), and the second in Ahmadi; the location of

the third hospital is not yet disclosed as construction has not begun, but was

originally slated for the Farwaniya governorate. The Amghara and Ahmadi

hospitals are expected to be completed in 2020, and will add 600 beds to the

healthcare system. These hospitals will be targeting the large expat population in

Kuwait. As of the writing of the report, the Metallurgical Corporation of China

(MCC) has ceased all construction on both the Amghara and Ahmadi Dhaman

hospitals.

There are 4,462 beds in the largest hospitals in Kuwait and the initiative to expand

this figure aims to add a total of 7,762 beds to a make a total of 12,224 beds

managed by the Ministry of Health (Table 4). The majority of projects involve

expansions of exisiting facilties. There are, however, several new projects that

introduce a large number of beds to the MoH system and target specific areas of

Kuwait to ease the load on other hospitals. For example, Adan Hospital receives

the most emergency visits per year consistently (~57,000 emergency visits in 2017

alone, Ministry of Health statistics) while Mubarak Al-Kabir Hospital receives the

2nd highest (~39,000 in 2017). Adan receives ~30% more emergency cases per

year despite only having 100 more beds than Mubarak Al-Kabir.

The reason for this is unclear, though it may involve population demographics and

occupation as there are many industrial activities close to Adan Hospital. Thus, the

new Sheikh Jaber Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah Hospital (Jaber Hospital for

simplicity) is strategically located in South Surra and may ease the load on the

Adan Hospital for emergency cases, however for that to take place, Jaber Hospital

must be first fully operational.
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Digital 
Disruption: 
Benefit or 
burden?

“The paradigm we are looking for is parametricism, the discipline’s answer to

the societal challenges and technological opportunities of our computationally

empowered post-Fordist network society.” Patrick Schumacher, Principal

Architect of Zaha Hadid Architecture was quoted saying in an interview he

gave last July 2019 to dezeen.com. “Parametricism” is, in general terms, the

use of digital tools, such as in the case of an architect: to design a building.

However, we could imply that this is also applicable to the further processes

involved in façade engineering and manufacturing. Unconsciously though, we

are already living in the middle of a digital disruption in our daily lives and

habits. With some of these changes becoming very much normal to us:

Alibaba, Uber, Airbnb and Facebook – all examples of where we use a global

supplier of services without them owning the real goods they offer. In the

construction industry, we had the era of the master builders who were not

only responsible for the great design but also from the construction of the

“While digital disruption maintain to be the ‘talk 

of the town’, many do not recognize the real 

impact it will bring to the façade industry” -

Micha Pawelka, Managing Director, 

Priedemann Facade Experts
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foundation stone down from the construction of the foundation stone until

down to the very last brick. Of course in some cases, this process even took a

generation or two or even hundreds of years. The current construction

industry developed a system that separates the construction responsibility

from the design responsibility and we developed tools, guidelines and norms

to manage this process well. Currently, this is particularly valid in the Middle

East region, where we face quite a deviation between what was designed and

what gets built as a result. We developed design-and-build contracts to save

design-cost, we tender after schematic design for the same reason and we are

used to an extensive value engineering process. All these procedures are

designed and used not only to save money but to shift responsibilities.

Interestingly, parametric designs have been done by Priedemann for decades

with the help of software tools that were available at this time. Kuwait’s Al

Tijaria Tower is such an example where we cooperated with Alico in Sharjah to

not only develop the entire façade engineering but to customized a Schueco

system and to optimize the panel geometry. This example is already 14 years

old but it still stands as a master piece in Kuwait city. Countless other examples

can be named for the use of parametric design tools from a terracotta

cladded school, which has been designed with the purchase-process and

manufacturing schedule in view (BSU Hamburg), to machine file development

of a double-inclined high rise tower (Landmark Abu Dhabi), to the design of

the façade penetrations for the exoskeleton of a bomb blast façade (NBK

Kuwait). All these examples have one thing in common: The responsibility is

not separated but a joint partnership into full execution between us and the

fabricator.

The introduction of parametric software tools such as Revit, Rhino,

Grasshopper amongst others, has, a target to ensure continuous data flow

from design to manufacturing and as-built. While BIM has this capability in

general and for certain disciplines, it is not yet the magic bullet of the façade

industry. It is not a real design tool, huge filesizes are getting created and

intraplatform communication is a challenge. Meanwhile, Uber is still not

making a profit and Tesla just started. Hence, there is no doubt that things will

still develop with interdisciplinary communication and a seamless process from

design to execution being the result. Digitalization will solve the problem of

separation between design and execution responsibility in a wider field.

To understand this process whilst not only becoming prepared but to guide it,

it is essential to understand all stakeholders of that chain. It starts from the

owner of the project, the architecture, of course, the main contractors and

façade fabricators but it includes also the industries’ system and material

supply as well as the educational entities like universities and institutes. All

these members lead until the end towards a comprehensive delivery of a

project. The RMK project in Yekaterinburg is such an example
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where a very innovative client compiled a great team to deliver an outstanding

project: A client with a vision, the famous architect Foster + Partners and an

execution team with a need of support. The result is the world's biggest

unitized curtain wall with up to 6 x 12 m in size and 8,400 kg weight.

These solutions are only possible when you serve and therefore understand

the entire ‘foodchain’ of our industry. Priedemann is providing from one

resource with a comprehensive PI insurance to anything from concept design

to installation support, execution engineering, machine files for your

production or even the layout of your new factory.

This comprehensive approach leads by default to the discovery of gaps with

regards to the availability of products and/or solutions. Since we understand

the market, the needs and the products, it doesn’t stop with the discovery of a

gap, it ends with the development of a new product. This is when

Priedemann’s FacadeLab was born, our R&D kitchen in combination with a

huge façade showroom, our think tank and workspace.

One of the products originated from the FacadeLab in cooperation with our

partners from Transsolar, Schueco und Warema is a solution for the new Festo

Headquarter in Germany. The client wanted a very transparent building, which

is a challenge under the current energy-saving regulations. After the rejection

of all available double skin solutions, the ACT façade was born: Active Cavity

Transition Façade. While it is basically a conventional unitized system, it

transforms into a double skin façade on demand when the blind is not only

used for glare control when needed, but the HVAC system starts to exhaust

the air between the inner glass and blind. A semi-permeable fabric is used for

the blind, which itself is guided with the help of a zipper-profile in the mullion.

And this is just the start of the development of an ACT-Family. We were

already participating successfully in a competition where it is intended to be

used as an add-on system inside to upgrade an existing façade and in the

next step the roller blind might be replaced by louver blinds.

One source, one liability from concept to as-built, to product development.

Priedemann already carries the spirit of digitalization and therefore, it is no

doubt that we are not only ready for the transition but it will also serve as a

benefit and not a burden.
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Global events industry, represented
by over 26 million professionals
world-wide, are facing difficulties

because of the coronavirus
pandemic. Everyone has experienced
cancellation and postponing of

events, from the organiser side,
exhibitors, contractors, service
providers and venues. From

government and public health
restrictive regulations to an overall
mood of apprehension amongst the

public, there are many constraints
that lead to the widespread
cancellation and postponement of

events. There are no events as long
as there is uncertainty - When most
experts comment about the

economic comeback, they are
referring to manufacturing and
essential services being impacted by

the crisis. While we can dispute for
months on the value meetings and
events bring to businesses and

individuals, events were the first to

MAGED MAHFOUD
Managing Director

ATEX International Exhibitions

How The Global 
Events Industry
Is Dealing with 
Corona Virus
“Events have been a strong integral part of 
every industry bringing people together 

whether for business or lifestyle”
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get chopped when the virus started to break. Events are a major vehicle
for transmission of the virus.

If things are not clear, if we don’t feel safe, we won’t take the risk to
attend an event.

Size and travel will be the two major risk factors both countries and
attendees look at when evaluating the risk of attendance. Large events
are associated with more risk of contracting the virus. Long-distance

and international travel will be perceived as major risk factors as we
have no control over what another state or country is doing to prevent
the spread of the virus.

This leaves space only for smaller, local initiatives to persist. When will
we feel confident enough to host smaller meetings?

The changing face of events, the response of industry as a whole and
the support of global governments have been revealed as key themes in

how the industry recovers from the impact of the coronavirus outbreak.

“Reskilling is something “we all need to be thinking about. Live events as

we know it has changed, indefinitely.”

After the first exhibitions taking place in China last month, Germany -

the second of the world's three biggest markets for the events industry
took a key step toward re-opening exhibitions. The national government
and the 16 German states agreed that exhibitions are now on the list of

activities that are explicitly listed as possible - other than mass
gatherings, which remain banned until the end of August. The decision
to give the go ahead for a show will lie with the respective state, and will

depend on clear regulations for health & safety being in place.

Germany's most populous state, North Rhine-Westfalia, has stated that

it intends to allow topical (i.e. B2B) trade shows and congresses to run
from May 30, with restricted participation and agreed health and safety
protocols in place. Germany's AUMA - Association of the German Trade

Fair Industry has already presented policymakers with proposals for
such regulations. Earlier this week, UFI as well published a global
framework for the safe reopening of exhibitions.

Hopefully, other countries will follow when situation gets better as
events have been a strong integral part of every industry bringing

people together whether for business or lifestyle. Sources: PCMA, eVent ,
UFI
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Trying Times 
Bring Out The 
Best In People
Brands.
Mai Bautista

Director, Integrated Marketing & Branding

Mutant Media Group
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“Times may be cloudy 
but there will always 
be that silver lining.”

Reconnect.
I’ve always been apprehensive of video calls (except for work-related
ones). I’ve never been a fan of chatting with people face on over a small

screen. Seeing those faces waiting to hear something conversation-
worthy from me to keep the interest spontaneous makes me anxious. I
just don’t like that feeling. It simply threatens my closeted introversion.

However, I had to face this apprehension while on lockdown. I had to
convince myself that reconnecting with my family and friends through

video calls is necessary and is the only means to keep everyone’s sanity.

Calls were then scheduled; participants were invited. It made me time

conscious reaching the homestretch. Call me exaggerated but I honestly
heard the clock ticking. My heart raced; palms were sweaty. And then
finally, the inevitable happened.

At first it was weird to see most of my almost estranged friends in one
frame. It’s been a while since we’ve all been “together”. Kicked off with

the usual his, hellos and whatnots. It took a few minutes for all parties to
get settled and feel warm, and when we did, boy the chatting just never
stopped! We talked about everything – from dinner menus, exchanging

recipes to gossiping about some people we knew. From babies and loss
of sleep, to hypertension and hypothyroidism, to looking back to the old
times and the way we were. We had such a great time that we had to

make 3 free Zoom calls one after the other. It was so much fun that I
even initiated scheduling another video conference! It felt great to talk
to people I’ve always known. It was nice to be once again “surrounded”

by people who have known me and have been sharing the same
experiences, values and interests. It felt good to know that in a noisy
world where everyone is busy trying to just make it, or be somebody of

value and relevance, there are those who still know my core. They made
me feel recognized, appreciated and loved. It felt amazing to reconnect
and I’m really glad I did.
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Self-preserve.
This global health crisis is indeed taking toll on our well-being
holistically. To keep our heads above the turbulent waters, I believe that

self-preservation should be our priority now above anything else. Sure,
treat ourselves with nicely cooked Pinterest-worthy meals. Indulge
ourselves with long warm tub baths. Unfollow toxic people on social

media. Binge watch for days while in our favorite worn-out pjs. But the
self-preservation I am talking about is more profound than that. It goes
beyond the superficial and digs deep to the recesses of our true core. To

self-preserve is to familiarize ourselves again with our strengths and
weaknesses. To self-preserve is to find our own heroes to battle our
demons. To self-preserve is to know our own brands once again and

accept who we are, and who we are not. To self-preserve is to
recalibrate how we position our own brands, and we can only do so by
reconnecting – first, introspectively and then outwardly to the people

we serve and impact.

Humanize the brand.
Just like people, brands and companies need to reconnect and self-
preserve. Times are indeed downright scary. There is that lingering fear

of the unknown. We do not know when things will resume to the
normalcy we’ve been accustomed to. Maybe there will even be a new
normal, we are unsure. In response, a reflex action: operations are put to

a halt; budgets are kept hostage until further notice; brands and
companies cut back on marketing efforts and initiatives to sell. I myself
agree that these are all commercially and morally sensible. But I also

believe that there is something else brands and companies can do now -
reconnect and validate customer relationships.

People need people to survive, that is just plain human nature. Now
more than ever, brands need to show empathy to its customers to show
that they understand what they are going through; that they share the

same struggles and at the same time reassuring them that there is
redemption. Communication has never been more important than
times like these. The worst thing a brand can do now is to go

incommunicado. Silence will not just add more disparity among
customers but will also put to waste the already established brand
equity and affinity that brand owners have been painstakingly building

for a very long time. Now is the perfect time to build brands, and it
doesn’t take much effort to accomplish such, logistically and
monetarily.
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Listen well, communicate well.
Reconnect. Listen to what your customers are saying. Hear out their
pains and understand their situation. Leverage on this knowledge to

relate our brands to their stories. Is there something we can do? Is there
a solution we can provide in the interim? Knowing that our current
situation is different from what we have been used to, how can our

brands adapt and innovate to better customers’ ways? Show them we
care and give them a solution.

Once we are clear with our objectives, craft the messaging that they will
understand into forms that they patronize. Do our customers fan over
humor? Do our customers like to watch educational videos? Are they

visually stimulated and rave over beautiful infographics? What kind of
stories do they want to hear?

When we finally arrive to some clarity about what we want to say, how
do we make sure that these messages come across? Do customers
utilize our websites as a hub for useful information? Do they prefer

using WhatsApp to inquire, or maybe even purchase products and
services? Do emails still work for them? Do they spend hours scrolling
curated content on Instagram? What we want is to be where the

customers exactly are, not where we feel it’s more convenient for us.

Come to a full circle.
Times may have been changed by this pandemic. But people are still
people. Our customers are still our customers. Our brands have not

changed. Brands vis-à-vis customers is still about understanding human
psyche and behavior and how we appeal to it. Now more than ever,
brands need to be able to reconnect to self-preserve; listen well to

empathize; be consistent with keeping dialogues open. All these to
sustain and nurture customer relationships, because only then can we
bring out the best in brands even at the worst times. Only then will the

magic happen. Times may be cloudy but there will always be that silver
lining.

Mai Bautista

Director, Integrated Marketing & Branding, Mutant Media Group
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Building Information Modeling (BIM) is an intelligent 3D

model-based process that gives architecture, engineering,

and construction (AEC) professionals the insight and tools to

more efficiently plan, design, construct, and manage

buildings and infrastructure.

Before starting in the statistics and numbers, I want to clarify

that BIM is not a software. It is a life style and work flow.

When we talk about BIM implementation we talk about

changes in work flow, hierarchy, job descriptions, scope of

work, software and even IT.

While BIM is currently at an important stage of

implementation in the Middle East; I’ll demonstrates that it is

poised for significant growth. The majority (79%) of

respondents currently using BIM expect be at a high level of

implementation in just two years (expected now), and (85%)

of current non-users are either interested in and/or are

actively evaluating BIM. Strong business benefits reported by
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The business value of BIM implementation 
in Middle East
TAHER MOHAMMAD SAIED, CEO, CAD MASTERS

“BIM is not the future, BIM is the present. 

The resisters fade away.”
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current BIM users will help drive the marker, as well the

perceptions of BIM’s growing importance to firms seeking to

stay competitive.

Some countries now in the Middle East have their own official

documents about BIM. AS example, Dubai Municipality has

released circular (207), which updates its requirements for the

usage of BIM on projects in the Emirate. The circular is dated

23 July, 2015. Egypt too has just launched the first edition of

“The Egyptian Code for Building information modeling” at

April 2020.

BIM is also now strongly presents in all construction and

building conferences, exhibitions and forums in the Middle

East. Hundreds of lectures, courses and seminars are

organized yearly about BIM in the Middle East.

Ten years ago at 2011, “Statista” published the following

graph showing the share of BIM adoption in the Middle East.

Through the report prepared at 2017 by “DODGE data &

analytics” about “The Business value of BIM in the Middle

east” they showed a lot of graphs and results with which we

can imagine the status of the BIM implementation now. The

following chart shows that in 2017, only about half of BIM

users in the Middle East are engaging with it on more than

30% of their projects, but that within two years will over three

quarters (79%) say they will be operating at the level of BIM

implementation.

According to the rising of BIM in the Middle East, many of

universities are giving hours from their curriculum to teaching

BIM. There is no doubt that it is still in its early stages but

they develop it year after year. In Addition to universities

there are many open education firms provide BIM learning

and training. From my position which involved in many from

these firms I can say that thousands of engineers in Egypt

have training on BIM topics each year both under graduate

or post graduates. BIM users in the Middle East believe it

generates powerful benefits, both on their projects and for

their own business.

The following chart shows the top 5 project related benefits

of BIM. Since there is no accepted international standard for

measuring return of investment (ROI) for BIM, users were

asked to estimate their ROI based on a range from negative

to break-even to several degrees of positive. The chart is

summarizes these responses in three broad categories.



After the advantages of using BIM in saving time and money,

as well as in getting the work out in a high quality level, many

investors took the initiative to make a decisive decision to use

the BIM in all their projects.

This resulted in an encouraging push for all consulting offices,

especially the giant ones, to accelerate the use of BIM

technology. And then the use of BIM is no longer limited to

consultants, but extends to contractors and sub-contractors.

From my experience it take at least 6 months to implement

BIM in any firm.

While the benefits of a collaborative approach to BIM are well

established, a certain level of caution must be taken and

expectations must be managed. In this regard, FIDIC has

identified and released its list of key risk areas which it sees as

being applicable to any BIM-enabled project, which are as

follows:

1. Misunderstanding of the scope of services;

2. Use of data for an inappropriate purpose and reliance on

inappropriate data;

3. Ineffective information, document, or data management;

4. Cyber security and responsibility for “holding” the models

or data; and

5. Definition of deliverables, approval, and delivery.

I think that to get the most benefit out of using BIM, we have

to work in several ways:

1. Develop our standards and codes

2. Teach BIM as a mandatory hours at all engineering and

design faculties. When I talk about BIM I don’t mean BIM

software only. I mean all BIM sides.

3. Increase the number of consulting offices and contractors

that use for BIM

4. Spread the knowledge of BIM to owners and developers

Years ago we said that BIM is the future. But now BIM is the

present. Those who resist will be out of the market very soon.
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The Cost 
Associated with 
Restaurant Build 
and Expansion

Jean Saliba, General Manager, Gourmet 360º

When a business starts getting more clienteles and more reputation in the market, 

it’s natural for owners to start thinking of options for expansion. After gaining 

experience and the knowledge to start a new business, the owner will find it easier 

to expand; either to a new location or in the catering business model. Catering is 

very popular amongst restaurants, to cater to social or business events.

Golden Rules for the Expansion:

Design & Construction, Training & Recruitment, Menu Marketing & Suppliers, 

Selecting location, Business market study.
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You’ll still have to adjust how your kitchen works behind the

scenes. When opening new branches, you can cater from

your main kitchen, and you avoid renting large spaces; as

long as our chefs coordinate the additional work and

account for it in their regular prep/shift time.

Why to expand

You already have the knowledge and the knowhow of the

business. No need to start from scratch with the design and

menu as well as the concept. You can benefit from your

team’s supply chain as you will reduce on your cost. When

you launch new concept it is better to expand directly before

your competitor copy your ideas.

Change your business approach from 4 P’s to 4 R’s

The 4 P’s of the business model: The Product, The

Promotion, the Placement and The Price. This model of

business has dominated much on the way marketing has

operated ever since. Now it’s the time to move to the 4 R’s

model: The Relationship, The Returns, The Relevance and

The Responsiveness.

The Relationship: This has to do with your Business’ concept

and the ability to create partnerships with your clienteles.

This isn't just about getting clienteles to love your brand, but

to feel that it’s their brand and their second home.

The Returns: Your clienteles, suppliers and partners have

different needs from your brand, its products or services. You

should present yourself as the best option by presenting your

product and service and the mark you left on the market.

The Relevance Loyalty: Clienteles life has changed, due to

the speed of life, demands and stress. But the way they do it

has changed dramatically. Your product may be just as

relevant today as it was 40 years ago, but how about your

organization? Have you kept up with the times? Don't be

fooled into thinking that technology is the driver here. You

need to ensure your organization, its products/services, and

people are relevant in the eyes of your audiences, meeting

today's needs, not yesterdays.

The Responsiveness: In this modern connected world, has

brought speed and ease to service and thus challenging. Keep

in mind that the world operates in Web time. On the

contrary, it is an opportunity. Websites can be updated

hourly. When you begin to view your marketing and

outreach in terms of relationships, returns, relevance, and

responsiveness, you move beyond the basics past

interruptions marketing tactics, and experience your target

audiences with increasing clarity.
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